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Sunnarv
A four waveguide phased array slow wave structure has boon constructed to couple microwave energy
inta p]«sna in the ATC Tokamae at Princeton, Theory
has indicated that the coupling of power into the
plasma column is a strong function of the,imposed
Courier spectrum at the antenna aperture. 1

The end product of the monitoring s>ste«
graphic computer output of forward and
power versus time for each waveguide in «n aj
array (Fig, 1 ) , and a series of plots of che
apoctrum of the radiation fields in front of
array in nii space (parallel Co the ceroidi

To optimise hone ing, and to verify theoretical
results, a precision amplitude and phat»o moni'.aring
system has been designed and constructed. The
system data output is routed to an IBM 2 80^ computer where the fourier speefua» in ait space is

magnetic field on ATC), This output is used
nsaisc system tuning (an involved process ofacting adjustments) and ,to evaluate theory.

computed for discrete increments o.? time during an
RF pulse. Computer output data is used to update
the adjustment of transmission line parameters
inbetween pulses.
The SF power source consists ot four independent 50 kV klystrons driven fro« a common exciter
with phase shifters and attenuators utilized in the
low level drive circuits to control r.he klystron
outputs. Son, 3-1/3 inch coax lines are run to the
ATC platform vhere transitions aro made to VR-975
vaveg",iide. Triple-stub waveguide tuners are also
provided in the transmission loop to aid matching.
The system contains 8 bi-directional couplers,
one before and one after the tuner in each line.
Square law back diode detectors provide gross povsr
in and power out measurements at each directional
coupler while quadrature detectors after the tuners
a -c vssed to measure amplitude and phase of the
forward and reverse voltage waves.
Horaodyne quadrature detectors are constructed
fron double balanced misers and 90 hybrìùs. A
sample of the exciter signal is split end fed in
phase to each mixer thus providing a fixed reference
phase for all measurements.
A waveguide system is calibrated before installation and all relative phase lengths from the
directional couplers are measured to a common reference flange vie' dovei pins insuring proper
mechanical alignment. A short at the reference
flange establishes a reflection coefficient of
p = —I for each line.
Correction constants are stored in a computer
system so that data is automatically scaled* A test

ts

Although directional couplers, tuneis ad
detection equipment are located on the ATC p|
to minimize errors due to carrier frequency
temperature and load changes, a grounding
is created because of the stray ohraic heatir,
in the vicinity. Considerable caution is ta
eliminate ground loops which wouiU disturb
raents. All detection electronics ate encloa
an RFI shielded rack into which enters only
nais and 60 cycle power. Outputs are
driven shielded tvisted pairs.
RF System Outputs
Quantity

4
4
4
16 .
Total

Description
Before tuner forward
Before tuner revers«
After tuner forvard
After tuner reverse i
After tuner quadrat»
.components

32

The Data Aquisition Services group at
built a 32 channel analog magnetic drur: tra
recording system (Fig. 2) with a 100 KF.z
and a 50 ms track length. Its differential
are driven directly by the monitoring syst«
Since the drum is several hundred feet frc
machine platform, the twisted pairs are
terminated on both ends. The analog signal
FM modulated before recording. When read
they are demodulated, filtered and digitiz<j
software selectable but maximum rate of 1
every 10 ps. One 20 us experiment ger.eratj
10 bit words when digitized at maximum ti
The interface to the DAS-lftO0 computer (a]
designed and constructed by DAS) cann^: pa;|
process this much data in-between eve.~:s
designated to the coj
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The end product of the monitoring sjstera is
graphic computer output of forward and reverse
power versus time for each waveguide in «n antenna
array (Fig. 1 ) , and a series of plots of the fourier
spectrum of the radiation fields in front of the
array in nii apace (parallel to the tojoidal
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magnetic field on ATC). This output is used to
assist system tuning (an involved process of interacting adjustments) and ,to evaluate theory.
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tofflinireirtserrors due. to carrier frequency drift,
temperature And load chanßos. « groundinß problem
is created because of the stray ohnic heal ins fields
in the vicinity. Considerable caution is taken to
eliminate s^ound loops which would disturb noasurefflonts. All detection electronics arc cniloscd in
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Betöre tun<-r foiwaid power
Sefore tuner reverse power
After tuner forward power
After tuner reverse power
After tuner quadrature
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The Data Aquisition Services group at PPL has
built a 32 channel analog magnetic dru= transient
recording system (Fig. 2) with a 100 KKs bandwidth
and a 50 ras track length. Its differential inputs
are driven directly by the monitoring system outputs.
Since tht- drum is several hundred feet from the
machine placfor«, the twisted pairs are properly
terminated on both ends. The analog signals are
FM modulated before recording. When read back,
they are demodulated, filtered and digitized at a
software selectable but maximum rate of 1 point
every 10 vs. One 20 E S experiment ger.erates 64K
10 bit words when digitized at naximuz throughput.
The interfats to the DAS-1800 computer (also
designed and constructed by DAS) cannrt pass and
process this tnuch data in-between events (90 sec.
apart) so a PDP-8/I, designated to the control of
data transfer, is used to block out a ruch smaller,
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"A four waveguide phased array »low wave utructure has been constructed to couple microwave energy
into plasna in the ATC Tofcar-ac at Princeton. Theory
has indicated that the coup* ing of power into the
p!as:r;a colunn is a strong function of the,
fourior spectrum at the antenna aperture. 1"
To optimise heating, and to verify theoretical
results, a precision amplitude and phase monitoring
system has been designed and constructed. The
system data output is routed to an IBM 1S00 computer where the fourier spectrum in nt , space is
computed for discrete increments of tirae during an
RF jHilse. Computer output data is used to update
the adjustment of transmission line parameters
inbetveen pulses.
The RF power source consists of four independent 50 k'« klystrons driven fron a common excttur
with phase shifters ar.d attenuator« utilised in the
low level drive circuits to contro' the klystron
outputs. SOf!, 3-1/9 inch coax lìnt-s aro run to the
ATC platform where transitions ore made to VR-97S
waveguide. Tripio-stub waveguide tuners arc also
provided in the transmission loop to nid matching.
Tha try sten contains 8 bi-directional couplers,
one bofore and one sCter the tuner in each lino.
Square law back diode detectors provide gross power
in and power out neasurenents at «sich directional
coupler while quadrature detectors after the tuners
are used to measure amplitude and phase of the
forward ami reverse voltage waves.
Konadyne quadrature detectors are constructed
from double balanced s-.ixors and 90° hybrids. A
sample of the e>:citer signal is split and fed in
phase to each mixer thus providing a fixed reference
phase for all measurements.
A waveguide system is calibrated before installation and all relative phase lengths from the
directional couplers are measured to a common reference flange wich dowel pins insuring proper
mechanical alignment. A short at the reference
flange establishes a reflection coefficient of
p • -1 for each line.
Correction constants are stored in a computer
system so that data is automatically scaled. A test
signal is applied before each RF pulse which permits
computation of the gain and offset of each data
channel.
Data is stored in real tisae on a 32 channel
analog magnetic drun recorder. ". ?D?-8/I is used as
• data controller-buffer to transfer informât ion
froa the A/0 converter on the drum output into the
IBM 1800 where processing takes piucc.
Interactive progiaa control penaits a choice of
observation time and displayed data via a CST graphic
terminal.
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The Data Aquisition Services group at
built a 32 channel analog magnetic drur trai
recording systera (Fig. 2) with a 100 KHi baj
and a 50 ras track length. Its differential
are driven directly by the monitoring syst«
Since the drum is several hundred feet fro»
machine platform, the twisted pairs arc uro|
terminated on both ends. The analog signal
FM modulated before recording. When read bl
they arc demodulated, filtered and digiti:*
software selectable but maximum rate of 1 pi
every 10 us. One 20 sis experiment ger.crattt
10 bit words when digitized at maxi nur thro«
The interface to the DAS-1800 computer (al«
designed and constructed by DAS) cannr: pa»
process this tauch data in-between ever:s (9i
apart) so a PDP-8/I, designated to tho cor.t:
data transfer, is used to block out a r
software selectable, segment of data c.it a
tir.t span for transfer to the DAS-180C.
A calibration pulse, generated or. the
and applied to each signal input, is rreshlj
ed on the drum each cycle and is used :•• coi
gain and offset drift errors during ar.Iysij
Since the drum is a relatively rvisy sj
(30 mV rms noise at 100 KHz EW), a prc
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graphic computer output of forward and reverse:
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array {Fig. 1 ) , and s series of plots of the four U T
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Although directional couplers, tuneis and
detection equipment are located on the ATC platform
to minimise errors du« to carrier frequency drift,
teraperature and load changes, a grounding problon
is created because of the stray ohmic heating fields
in the vicinity. Considerable emit ion is taken to
eliminate ground loops which would disturb measurements. All detection electronics arc ciu-as-cd in
an XKI shielded rack into which enters only HI' «!jjnals and 60 cycle power. Outputs are dai '"front tally
driven shielded twisted pairs.
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The Data Aquisition Services group at PPL has
built a 32 channel analog magnetic drur transient
recording svstera (Fig. 2) with a 1O0 KKi bandwidth
and a 50rastrack length. Its differential inputs
are driven directly by the monitoring system outputs.
Since the drum is several hundred feet from the
machine platforra, the twisted pairs are properly
terminated on both ends. The analog signals are
ÏÎÏ modulated before recording. When read back,
they are demodulated, filtered and digitized at a
software selectable but maximum rate of 1 point
every 10 us. One 20 as experiment generates 64K
10 bit words when digitized at raaxinu= throughput.
The- interface to the DAS-1800 computer (also
designed and constructed by DAS) cann" pass and
process this much data in-between evens (90 sec.
apart) so a PDP-8/I, designated to the control of
data transfer, is used to block out a rjch smaller,
software selectable, segment of data -\er a limited tir.e sp^n for transfer to the DAS-180C.
A calibration pulse, generated rr. the platform
and applied to each signal input, is freshly recorded on the drum each cycle and is used :c correct
gain and offset drift errors during ar; lysis.
Since the drura is a relatively r.»;sy system
(50 mV rras noise at 100 KHz BW), a prc
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Three mechanisms in the detector c
produce thermal drift:

.'>KIJ>3 i f J * T is ;»n.'3m!cJ .iftor each detector o u t to improve the tiyn.i^ic range of the system to

the u n i t imposed by the noise of the first nraplifii;r. The bi-polar drum inputs may swing ±4 volts
before saturation for an inherent maximum signal
to noise ratio of 40 dB over the 100 KHz maximum
bandwidth. An active filter may be placed in the
drura output circuitry, limit ins the bandwidth to a
feu KHs, but inproving the maximum S/Jf ratio to
52 dB when n.ixîmum bandwidth is not required. The
noise contribution of the amplifiers iircnediately
following the detectors is about 5 mV rms over a
100 Klîa bandwidth. Full bandwidth system dynamic
range f ° r a 10 dB S/S ra,tìo is, therefore, about
48 dB (61 with filtering). The dynamic range
of a square law input is tho same as cited above.
However, a linear detector has doubla the input
dynamic rango of the square law type.

(1)

Thermocouple effects.

(2)

Component value drifts.

(3)

Diode V-l characteristic chani

Although little can be done to minimi**'
couple effects, the following measures i
to minimize the other drift effects:
(1)

N'PO capacitors are used to mal
stability.

(2)

Capacitors are mounted with m$
length co minimise exagj
changes due to lead resonancstj
t
A negative temperature coeff;.
therniscer is used for a dstt
in order to cancel changes in

Transmis s i on
(3)
The transmission system is comprised of four
identical paths as shown in Kig, 3. The first
tuner Is a low VSVR tuner which is used to match
the source to the waveguide, thus eliminating mismatch errors due to multiple reflections between
source and load. The source is matched when variation occuring in the directional coupler output
levels is minimised.
Since the directivity of the couplers is
about 33 dS and the coupling coefficient is known
CO iO.06 dB, the minimum uncertainty of about
ïO.25 dB exists in the coupler before the second
tuner. The couplers are of the below cut-off loop
type, and since their directivity is critically
affected by the output load impedance, well matched
pads arc used co isolate all detectors and transmission lines fron the coupler outputs.
Tuner 2 is a high VSVX tuner which is used to
optimise power transfer to the plasma. The fourier
spectrura is constructed from the data taken from the
second set of couplers, while the first set is
used to absolute power measurements. Although
square law detectors are provided after tuner 2,
they are only used to double check the computerized
analysis.
The Square Law Detector
The power detectors are designed to operate in
the square law region using back diodes rather than
conventional point contact or Schottky types« The
back diode is a tunnel diode which is doped to
minimize the peak in the forward V-I characteristic.
It "nap two main advantages

I

Although the load resistor affects
quency response of the d»*«<:tor, th« oh
ncgliglMe because of the band limiting'
istics of subsequent stages.
Figure 8 shows the video b.indwidth
detector itself, which is constructed
fona on a double-sided circuit board us
2 os., 1/16" material* Tha video bandwii
greatly increased for othet application)
ing the capacitor values.
An operational amplifier listing an 1
follows the detector, operating with a
gain of about SO. Offset correction is
and low thermal drift gain setting conp
used. Figure 8 also shows a plot of
loop frequency and phase response. The I
expected RF input will cause a 6V output
stage.
The detector end amplifier which *4
same circuit board are enclosed in a stl
suppress magnetically Induced transient^
The Phase Detector Design
A simple, reliable, inexpensive pli
4 5
tor ' design is» required which utilizi
obtained stock components. Since the
source for che entire heating systec is
a homodync detection scheme is chosen
double-b.ilanced, broadband mixer.

in this application:

(1)

A very low reverse threshold voltage.

(2)

i-ess than 30Z of the sensitivity of vol-

A double balanced raixer (Figure ój
s r rue ted in such a wa;> as to produce CO
isolation between pores. When the R?
are 90° out of phase, there is no IF
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Three mechanisms in the detector circuii
produce theimjl drift:
(1)

Thermocouple effects.

(2)

Component value drifts,

<3)

Diodo V-I characteristic changes.

Although little can be done to minimise thermocouple effects, the following measures are taken
to minimise the other drift effects:

tic
But

(1)

S?0 capacitors are used to na
stability.

»ve.
ut

(2)

Capacitors are mounted with minimum lead
length to minimise exaggerated reactance
changes due to lead resonances.

(3)

A negative temperature coefficient
thermistor is u:ied fer a detector load
in order to cancel changes in the diodes.
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Although th? load resistor affects the frequency responso of the detector, the ch.«n{ « is
negligible boemjao of the hand Uniting ohur.icteristics of subsequent stages.
Figure 8 shows the video bandwidth of the
detector itself, which is constructed in discrete
fora on a double-sided circuit board using C.-1Q
2 OÏ.,1/16' 1 material. The video bandwidth may be
greatly increased for other applications by reducing the capacitor values.
An operational amplifier using an LH0062CH
follows the detector, operating with a voltage
gain of about SO. Offset correction is provided,
and low thermal drift gain setting co^pc-nents are
used. Figure 8 also shows a plot of its closod
loop frequency and phase response. The maximum
expected RF input will cause a AV output from the
stage.
The detector and amplifier which are on the
same circuit board are enclosed in a stsel box to
suppress magnetically induced transients.
The Phase Detector Design
A simple, reliable, inexpensive phase detec4 5
tor * design is required which utilires easily
obtained stock components. Since the R? drive
source for the entire heating systec is available,
a homodyne detection scheme is chosen utiliïtng a
double-balanced, broadband mixer.
A double balanced mixer (Figure 6 ) is constructed in such a way as to produce considerable
isolation between ports. When the RF aed LO inputs
are 90° out of phase, there is no IF ou:put<— Wien
in phase a positive difference product is seep, at
the IF output, and when the inputs are '.80° our of
outp^r is generated.

i

noise contribution of the xtnplifter«
following the detectors is >îbout 5 mV ens over a
100 K!i: bandwidth. Full bandwidth system dynamic
range for a 10 d3 S/X rn.tio is, therefore, «bout
AS dB (61 with filtering). The dynamic range
of a square lav input is the same as cited above.
However, a linear detector has double the input
dynamic range of the square law type.

to minimise the other drift effeata!
(1)

NPO capacitors .ire used to
stability»

(2)

Capaci tors are mounted with mini«!
length to minimize exaggerated r«l
changes due to lead resonances«

(3)

A ntg;itive cemperature coetfici«
thersiister is used for a uV
in order to cancel changes in till

Transmission System
The transmission system is comprised of four
identical paths as shown in Fig. 3. The first
tuner is a low VS'.vS tun<»r which is used to match
the source to the waveguide, thus eliminating mismatch errors due to multiple reflections between
source and load. The source is matched when variation occuring in the directional coupler output
levels is minimized.
Since the directivity of the couplers is
about 33 d3 and the coupling coefficient is known
to *0.06 dS, the niniraira uncertainty of a'aout
ïO.25 d8 exists in the coupler befor« the second
tuner. The couplers are of the below cut-off loop
type, und since their directivity is critically
«ffecced by th.« output load impedance, well matched
pads «re used co isolate «11 detectors and transmission lines from che coupler output«.
Tuner 2 is a high VSU'R tunor which is used to
optimise power transfer to the plasma. The fourior
spectrum is constructed frora the data taken from the
second set of couplers, while the first set is
used to absolute power measurements« Although
square law detectors are provided after tuner 2,
they are only used to double check the computerized
analysis.

The power detectors are designed to operate in
the square law region using back diodes rather than
conventional point contact or Schottky types. The
back diode is a tunnel diode which is doped to
minimize the peak in the forward V-I characteristic.

~~

Figure 8 shows the video bandwidth f»f ;
detector itself, which is constructed in di
form on a double-sided circuit board using,
2 os.,1/16" material. The video bandwidthi
greatly increased for other applications b]|
ing the capacitor valuti.
An opetarlunal amplifier using an
follows Che detector, operating with a vol(
gain of about 50. Offset correction la $>*
and low thermal drift gain setting co
used. Figure 3 also shows a plot of lis cl
loop frequency and phase responso. The mal
expected RF Input will cause a '«V output f
stage.
The detector and amplifier which are
same circuit board arts enclosed In a steel]
suppress magnetically induced transients.
The Phase Detector Design

The Square Law Detector

It has two main advantages

Although tue load usistor affects th(
quency response of the detector, the chang,
negligible because of the band limiting chi
ist ics of subsequent stages.

A simple, reliable, inexpensive phJS«
« S
tor ' design is required which utilire»
obtained stock components. Since the R?
source for the entire heating systec is av
a homodyne detection scheme is chosen u:il
double-balanced, broadband mixer.

in this application:

(1)

A very low reverse threshold voltage.

(2)

Less than 305 of the sensitivity of voltage drop at fixed current than manifested
by point contact and Schottky types which
manifest about 0.32°C ch.snge.

Figure 4 shows the V-I curve of the GE BD-3 back
diode chosen for the voltage doubling detector
(Figure 5) used in this application. The voltage
doubling detector is used to minimize the required
amplification after the detector. Figure 7 shows
the typical detector output vs. the RF input.

3

A double balanced mixer (Figure 6 >
structed in such a way as to produce conal
isolation between ports. When the R" and
are 90° out of phase, there is no I? ou:f
in phase a positive difference product iaj
the IF output, and when the inputs sre .80
phase, a negative IF difference outr--- *s
If the RF port input level is at !«•
lower than the LO drive level, such s m-x4
extremely linear: the greater differe:if.*|
levels, the greater the linearity. As :li
and LO drive approach the same level, rlei
becomes very non-linear. The excellent M
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(2) Capacitors arc mounted with minimum lead
length to minimize exaggerated reactance
changes due to lead resonances.
(3) A negative temperature coefficient
thermistor is used for a detector load
in order to cancel changes in the diodes.
Although the load resistor affects the frequency response of the detector, the change is
negligible because of the band uniting characteristics of subsequent stages.
Figure 8 shows the video bandwidth of the
detector itself, which is constructed in discrete
fona on a double-sided circuit board vising G-10
2 ©?,.,1/16" material. The video bandwidth way be
grettely increased for other applications by reducing the capacitor values.
An operational amplifier using an UI0062CH
follows the detector, operating with a voltage
gain of about 50, Qttset eerreetiea is provided,
and low thermal drift gain setting eerapenenfca are
used. Figure 8 alsc shows a plot of its closed
loop frequency and phase responso. The maximum
expected RF input will, cause a W output from the
stage.
The detector and amplifier which are on the
same circuit board are enclosed in a steel box to
suppress magnetically induced transients.
The Phase Detector Design
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A simple, reliable;, inexpensive phase detector ' design is required which utilises easily
obtained stock components. Since the R? drive
source for the entire heating systec is available,
a homedyne detection scheme is choses utilizing a
double-balanced, broadband mixer.
A double balanced raixer (Figure 6 » is constructed in such a way as to produce considerable
isolation between ports. When the R and LO inputs
are 90° out of phase, there is no IFou:put>» When
in phase a positive difference produ t is seen at
the IF output, and when the inputs a e ".80° out of
phase, a negative IF difference outp t is generated.
If the RF port input level is at l«ast 10 dB
lower than the LO drive level, such a cuter is
extremely linear: the greater differential in drive
levels, the greater the linearity. As :he RF drive
and LO drive approach the same level, tie mixer
becowes very non-linear. The excellant linearity

4

Calibrai:Ion Procedures -.

irises from the fact that the diodes are turned
on* by the 10 while the RF drive produces only an
infinitesimal excursion on the diode V-I curve.

The input offset drift of the fi
is typically lQ]iv/°C, and the drift c
from the programmable gain stages dif
drivers, receivers and the drum recop
Ics is substantially larger. It ther
necessary to correct offset errors,
thermal drift first stage gain is con
negligible, the gain variation of thd
stages is not.
'.J

The double balanced mixer is a natural choice
for a high linnarity, phase sensitive detector.
Furthermore, It is an inexpensive, s.ock item from
many manufacturers.
hixer diode inbalance may produce some slight
dc offset at the IF oucput with only LO drive
present. This offset is somewhat stable with
temperature because the diodes, although not stable
themselves, track quite well with temperature. The
offset correction proces.a described in the calibration section minimises this source of error. Conversion Iosa changes with temperature for the
wi.xers are considered negligible. The primary
causes of mixer temperature sensitivity are ferrite
losses in the n\ix«r baluns and transformers.
A quadrature detector system (Figure 9 ) ,
similar to that used in color television receivers,
is used to resolve an RF input voltage vector into
a cartesian coordinate sysre». A stripline
7/2 hybrid splits the RF input into two signals
90° out of phase. The mixers are used to obtain
the differences beats, which are dc coupled baseband signals. The low pass filters which follow,
remove the unwanted fundamental and mixer products
eliminating RF interference to the instrumentation
amplifiers.
The instrumentation amplifier is of the same
design used for the square law detector with the
same board layout and the same steel enclosure being
utilized, thus simplifying hardware requirements.
Since the transient recorder inputs are bipolar, the mixer outputs are not offset.
0 to 90° phase shifters are provided before
each mixer LO input which are used to trim out
stray phase shifts in the system in order to bring
the mixers into perfect quadrature operation. Gain
controls on the amplifiers compensate for small
differences in RF ao.d mixer conversion losses.
The exciter sample, used to drive the local
oscillator inputs to the quadrature detector
assemblies is taken from a 20 dB directional
coupler from the exciter output (Figure 10). A
long RG-8A/U coax run brings the signal to the
machine platform which is then amplified and split
in phase 16 ways for the mixers. Additional high
level isolated, well matched output ports are
provided for system testing. A maximum of 1 watt
is available which is the maximum level ever
expected at a waveguide directional coupler output port.
The two single stage, medium power amplifiers
used in the systen test output section are designed
by PPL. The first stage is a class A unit while

The drum recording is started 10
RF is turned on. During this interv*
offset errors are recognized as the i
After S m s , a calibration signal la uì
the tirsc gain stage thus eliminating
disturb sensitive input circuitry, aruj
very low calibration voltages accurati
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The magnitude of cha calibration
is accurately known and.is a function
setting of the programmable gain stag«
sec data la used to correct the test t
while neglecting the relatively small
tribution of Che first stage, which ii
turn used to correct the actual data
by the DAS-1800.
Analog signal outputs are avallai;
drum so that signals may be viewed onpictures taken, and data analyzed by
computer results. Since the calibrati
is also displayed, corrections may ali
by hand.
!
Special consideration is also gii
guide calibrations. Knowledge of the,
trical length from the directional cc
to the array apertures is obtained ini
(1) The electrical lengths of each f|
pared to one chosen as a reference,
ments are made by transmission. (2)
placed on the reference flange (Figur<j
joint between the feed and the array
angle between th2 forward and reverse!
defined by that short. All messuremej
fore made with respect to the referen
Smith chart type analysis must be don
find the relationships between forwai
wave components in the apertures thecj
All of the phase constants are
measured with a precision constant
stretcher and vector voltmeter.
Data Processing
The fourier spectrum discussed
result of an integration :
f (k)

Cal jbra' îon Procu-uros

\

The input offset drift of the first gain stase
Is typically 10liv/°C, and the drift contribution
'
frora the programmable gain stages differential
drivers, receivers and the drum recording electronics is substantially larger. It therefore is
necessary to correct offset errors. Although
thermal drift first stage gain is considered
negligible, the gain variation of the following
stages is not.
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The drum recording is started 10 as before the
RF is turned on. During this interval, the total
offset errors are recognized as the input voltages.
Alter 5 m s , a calibration signal is used to replace
the first gain stage thus eliminating Che need to
disturb sensitive input circuitry, and maintain
very low calibration voltages accurately«

vr
^
q
ij
«si
)
:
cf

T h e m a g n i t u d e o f t h e calibration sitila! voltage
is accurately known and-is a function of the gain
setting of the programmable gain stages. The offset data is used to correct the test signal data
while neçlfscting the relatively small offset contribution of the first stage, which is then in
turn usod to correcr the actual data sat stored
by the DAS-1300.

U
I
j
•
\
j
,"
"!•

Analog signal outputs arc available from the
drum so that signals way be viewed on oscilîoscopos,
pictures taken, and data analyzed by hand to check
computer results. Since the calibration Interval
is also displayed, corrections may also be isade
by hand.

Ì
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Special consideration is also given to waveguide calibrations. Knowledge of the exact electrical length from the directional coupler ports
to the array apertures is obtained in two steps:
(1) The electrical lengths of each feed are compared to one chosen as a reference. These measurements are made by transmission. (2) A short is
placed on the reference flange (Figure 1) at the
joint between the feed and the array structure, the
angle between the forward and reverse waves being
defined by that short. All measurements are therefore roade with respect to the reference flange.
Smith chart type analysis roust be done in order to
find the relationships between forward and reverse
wave components in the apertures thecsalves«
All of the phase constants are accurately
measured with a precision constant irpadance line
stretcher and vector voltmeter.
Data Processing
The fourier spectrum discussed earlier is the
result of an integration :

}

£(x)e dx

f(x) = A 2 e * l

-2L < x •>- -X

I
,

^

present. This offset is somex/hat
temperature because the diodes, although not stable
themselves, track quite well with temperature. The
offset correction process described in the calibration section minimizes thin source of error. Conversion loss chances with temperature for the
mixers are considered negligible. The primary
causes of mixer temperature sensitivity are ferrite
losses in the mixer baluns and transformers.
A quadrature detector system (Figure 9 ) ,
similar to that used in color television receivers,
is used to resolve an RF input voltage vector into
.a cartesian coordinate system. A strip!ine
/2 hybrid splits the RF input into tvo signals
90° out of phase. The mixers are used to obtain
the difference beats, which are dc coupled baseband signals. The lov pa»s filters which follow,
remove the unwanted fundamental and miser products
eliminating RF interference to the instrumentation
amplifiers .
The instrumentation amplifier is of the same
design used for the sqv.ure law detector with the
same board layout and the same steel enclosure being
utilised, thus simplifying hardware requirementa.
Since the transient recorder inputs aro bipolar, the mixor outputs aro not offset.
0 to 90° phase shifters are provided before
each miser LO input which are used to trim out
stray phase shifts in the system in order to bring
the mixers into perfect quadrature operation. Gain
controls on the amplifiers compensate for small
differences in RF and .Tiiser conversion losses.
The exciter sample, used to drive the local
oscillator inputs to the quadrature detector
assemblies is taken fron a 20 dB directional
coupler from the exciter output (Figure 1 0 ) . A
long RC-8A/U coax run brings the signal to the
machine platfons which is then amplified and split
in phase 16 ways for the mixers. Additional high
level isolated, well matched output ports are
provided for system testing. A maximum of 1 watt
Is available which is the maximum level ever
exptrted at a waveguide directional coupler output port.
The two single stage, raediun power amplifiers
used in the systea test output section are designed
by PPL. The first stage is a class A unit vhile
.the second stage is class C. Although the cascade
is capable of delivering over 5 watts, the output
is limited to about a vatt to protect the attenuators. If the attenuators are placed ac the input
to thé chain, very non-linear output changes are
produced because of being very el' se to the drive
threshold for class C operation of the final stage.
The transistor chosen for the final stage must be
used in a common base configuration, and class B
biasing would recuire an additional power supply,
an expense eliminated by the circuit configuration
which has been chosen.

The drum iecording is started 10 ms
RF is turned on. During this interval, the t
offset errors are recognized as the input voi;
After 5 ms, a calibration signal is used to t
the first gain stage thus eliminating the n«a
disturb sensitive input circuitry, and maint«
very low calibration voltages accurately.
The magnitude of the calibration signal
is accurately known and.is a function of the
setting of the programmable gain stages. Th«
set data is used to correct the test signal
while neglecting the relatively small offset
tribution of the first stage, which is then
turn used to correct the actual data set stoi
by the DAS-1800.
Analog signal outputs are available frc
drum so that signals may be viewed on ose»II«
pictures taken, and data analyzed by hand to
computer results. Since the calibration tntt
is also displayed, corrections may also be
by hand.
Special consideration is also given to
guide calibrations. Knowledge of the exact
trical length from the directional coupler
to the array apertures is obtained in two ati
(1) The electrical lengths of each feed araj
pared to one chosen as a reference. These
ments are made by transmission. (2) A shot
placed on the reference flange (Figure 1)
joint between the feed and the array structu
angle between the forward and reverse v".ves
defined by that short. All measurements at«
fore made with respect to the reference flan
Smith chart type analysis must be done in or
find the relationships between forward and
wave components in the apertures thecsalves*
All of the phase constants are accurati
measured with a precision constant
stretcher and vector voltmeter.
Data Processing
The fourier spectrum discussed earlier]
result of an integration :
f(x) e j k x dx

f(x)

e-"l
e-^2
~J"o

A. e * 4
4
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-2L

where

< x ^ -1

-L < x < 0 ~
r> *

». *- T

L * x < 2L

The drua recording
RF is turned on. During this interval, the total
offset errors are recognized as the input voltages.
After 5 ras, a calibration signal is used to repi.-':c
the first gain stage thus éliminât ins th« ne«d to
disturb sensitiva input circuitry, and maintain
very lov calibration voltages accurately.
The magnitude of the calibration siB" a ^ voltage
is accurately known and-is a function of tho gain
setting of the programmable gain stages. The offset data is used to correct the test signal data
while neglecting the relatively swall offset contribution of the first stage, which 5s then in
turn used to correct the actual data set stored
by the DAS-1800.
Analog signal outputs are available fro» the
drum so that signals may be viewed c<n oscilloscopes,
pictures taken, and data andlyeed by Kind to check
computer results. Since the calibration Interval
is also displayed, corrections may also be nade
by hand.
Speci«! e etna ister a c ion ia also given to waveguide calibrations. Knowledge of the exact electrical length from tho directional coupler ports
te the array apertures is Viuained in tvi« atepsî
(1) Tho electrical lengths of e«eh feed nre cosipared to one chosen «s a reference» Those measurements are wade by transmission. (2) A short is
placed on the reference flange (Figure 1) at the
joint between the feed and the array structure, the
angle between the forward and reverse waves being
defined by that short. All measurements are therefore made vith respect to the référença flange.
Smith chart type analysis raust be done in order to
find the relationships between forward and reverse
wavj components in the apertures thecsalves.
All of the phase constants are accurately
measured with a precision constane icpedance line
stretcher and vector voltmeter.
Data Processing
The fourier spectrum discussed earlier is the
result of an integration :

-2L < x <• -X
-L < x < 0 ~

0 < x<L
L * s < 2L

4

The closed form solution of this integral is
profiransjied directly in terms cf Che quadrature
detector output signals. All calibration constants
are programmed in terras of their resultant sums
using trig identities so that no arc tangent calculations are ever required. The transformation from
the reference plane to the array aperture is done
with identities also so that the calculations are
as efficient as possible.
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The program is stored on disk on the DAS-1800,
which is service-interrupted when data is available for transfer frora the drum, to the 1800. A
teletype is used to issue software commands to the
PDP-8/1 controller and à storage scope is used to
display graphic output while hard copy output is
spooled for the U n e printer.
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All transferred data is archived on a removable
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Table 1 shows the result of a curve fitting
program run. The errors are in Power (kW). The
aaxirouja deviation between the polynomial and data
is +0.097 <Ì3 at -18 dBm input power.
Table 1
SQUARE LAV DETECTOR
SAMPLE CURVE FIT DATA

X(l) « 2,383107706615-02 G(l) —3.^8757489400-05
X(2) • 9.825Q4S38S9D+01 G(2) • 2.7265826765O-O7
X(3) =-1.172160S?26IH-01 G(3) * 2,60678839800-07
W
0.00319
0.00515
0.008U
0.01300
0.02060
0.03340
0.05310
0.08420
0.13530
0.21760
0.35780
0.58700
0.96800
1.63300

Z
-AO.OO
-38.00
-36.00
-34.00
-32,00
-30.00
-28.00
-26.00
-24.00
-22.00
-20.00
-18.00
-16.00
-14.00

Power
0.331
0.525
0.832
1.318
2.089
3.311
5.248
8.318
13.183
20.893
33.113
52.481
83.176
131.826

F(X,W)

0.337
0.530
0.823
1.299
2. 043
3.292

5.208
8.213
13. 108
20. 848
33. 677
53. 658
84. 147
129. 209

Error
0.018
0.008
-0.010
-0.014
-0.022
-0.005
-0 007
-0.012
-0.006
-0.002
0.017
0.022
0.011
-0.019
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